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Summary Points: 
 

• ST1-ST4 teaching programme 2023 – Viva Session 3: 2 hours teaching time 
• Total Attendees: 381 from 37 Countries (Afghanistan, Algeria, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Botswana, 

Canada, Czech Republic, Dominica, Egypt, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Jordan, Kenya, 
Kuwait, Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Poland, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South 
Africa, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Swaziland, Turkey, UAE, UK, USA, Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe). 

• Total feedback received from 145 participants  
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                                                         Testimonials 
 

 I liked FRCR oriented VIVA questioning. Where I work we are mostly locally trained via our local 
master’s programme. This is a valuable insight on FRCR exams for those of us attempting the exam 
(Malaysia). 

 Glad to have a dedicated teacher like Dr. Sami Khan who is helping thousands of radiologists to 
perform better in their exams as well as daily reporting (Saudi Arabia). 

 No one teaches like Sir does. Clears concepts. 

 Good overview and recap of prior knowledge learnt on previous VIVA session to help cement 
learning. This is a great tool thanks (UK). 

 Current times of crisis and business minded people Dr Khan is delivering a beyond human service 
to many students (UK). 

 Thank you for organizing such lectures (India). 

 Great presentation (South Africa). 

 Anatomy gets more interesting with pathology cases which makes you learn it forever (Saudi 
Arabia). 

 The images were excellently reviewed and explained (Sudan). 

 I liked the protocol, the approach, pretty much everything (India). 

 Thank you for your time Sir and to your team too (Malaysia). 

 Very nice and crispy described (Bangladesh). 

 I liked every single thing (Saudi Arabia). 

 "The teaching style and anatomy descriptions were the best". 

 Really helpful, thank you so much (UK). 

 Superb (Pakistan). 

 Amazing session (UK). 

 Very educative (Kenya). 

 Good learning improves skills. 
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 Superb session (India). 

 Brilliant (South Africa). 

 Very educative (Kenya). 

 Must attend. 

 Great lecture. 

 Very good keep going. 

 Amazing, thank you! (UK). 

 Great as usual (Turkey). 

 Good lecture (India).p 

 Very useful (Sudan). 

 Very appreciated work from Dr Khan. Thank you so much. 

 Great learning experience (India). 

 Special thanks from India (India). 

 Excellent course (UK). 

 Very good as always (UK). 

 Very useful (Egypt). 

 Awesome (Indonesia). 

 Great work (Kenya). 

 very informative (UAE). 

 Excellent for me (Bangladesh). 

 Wonderful (Saudi Arabia). 

 Excellent resource, thank you (UK). 

 Brilliant (UK). 

 Excellent presentation (UK). 

 Very informative (UK). 

 Excellent tips (Egypt). 

 Excellent as always (Saudi Arabia). 

 Amazing, well done (Pakistan). 

 Everything is excellent (Saudi Arabia). 

 All perfect (Turkey). 

 Everything is great (Pakistan). 

 It was excellent (Saudi Arabia). 

 Great session (Iraq). 

 Detailed knowledge of basic concepts (Kenya). 

 Good images (Kenya). 

 Content is amazing for learning in day to day practice (Pakistan). 

 Informative, excellent (Malaysia). 

 Way of teaching is phenomenon (Pakistan). 

 All cases which were shown are really useful (Pakistan). 

 Interactive session. 

 The illustrations have been useful (UK). 

 Cases were very good. Good exam hints were given good explanation (Pakistan). 

 It’s just well presented with excellent material (UK). 

 I liked Dr Khan’s teaching (UK). 

 Interactive session (Pakistan). 

 Excellent session (Pakistan). 

 Interesting feedbacks (Yemen). 
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 Interactive session (Algeria). 

 It’s excellent being able to practice for free. 

 Lovely cases. 

 I liked the way of teaching (Pakistan). 

 All aspects excellent. 

 Viva sessions are extremely helpful (Pakistan). 

 Everything was useful - I especially liked the speed of the session - not too fast not too slow (UK). 

 I liked the overview of different cases, getting an idea about how the viva will be held (Pakistan). 

 I liked the feedback to candidates from sir (Oman). 

 Every part of session is useful and excellent no doubt. 

 Easy to understand explanation of the various MRI sequences of the brain which is great for both 
day to day reporting and exam cases (Saudi Arabia). 
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